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Setting  
The Beginning 
The Iridium Project was undertaken by the Inter-Spatial Physics Department of 
the Scholastica.  The Scholastica was  the university of the galaxy, both ruling 
and educating the masses.  The Scholastica created the Iridium Project as a 
means to travel at faster than light speeds.  They had ships that could do this 
but they were expensive, a horrible drain on the resources of the Membership 
and very large.  Their size had to do with the FTL drives they used and the 
immense amounts of power needed to create the inter-spatial flux.  It was 
obvious that a form of mass star transit was needed. 
Elias Roodien was the project head of the Iridium Project and set the first 
Portal between Iradu IV and Dark Station Prime (DSP).  The DSP orbited the 
Iradu system at 8 light months from the star. Elias and his team suffered many 
failures until the fateful night when the first probe reached DSP safely.  It took 
many years until the dream of a galactic network was realized and with it came 
disaster.   
Ironically, it was during this period of expansion and increased trade that the 
value of artificial intelligence was realized.  Combined with the disparate 
technologies that the Iridium portal system brought together the sophistication 
of these A.I. systems began to grow in an unchecked manner.  No one is sure 
today when it happened or how long it took but the machines eventually 
decided they had had enough.   
 

The A.I. War 
This war took one day to break what the Scholastica had taken millennia to 
build.  Some worlds were reduced to ashes others to the stone age and all 
people suffered.  A dark age followed called the Interim during which science 
stagnated, interstellar trade ceased, and the Iridium Portal System did not 
function.  If a system had an old Scholastica Exploration Frigate it was wealthy 
and capable of traveling between the stars but that was rare and often could 
attract unwanted attention from the A.I.  Yes, they had been defeated in the 
Battle of Espirion but they had not been destroyed. They still lurk in the 
shadows waiting for the return of their strength. 
 

The Recovery 
It is now believed that the central control systems for the IPS were damaged 
during the war but have since been able to repair themselves.  The Iridium 
Portal System first initialized in the Three Systems 82 years ago.  The codes for 
most systems have been lost or possibly their portals destroyed but it is 
dangerous business to experiment since a wrong code leads nowhere.  The best 
you can hope for is the portal does not initialize the worst is you do not re-
enter real space.  The portals lie outside of the systems they orbit at two light 
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months from the central mass.  A ship must travel from inhabited systems to 
the portal under a conventional gravity drive.  
 

Scholastica Exploration Corp 
The Exploration Core started before the Iridium project and was the first to be 
considered for the role of setting up the far distant gates.  The ships they used, 
the Liberius Class, were only 1 of the 3 classes of Scholastica ships to be 
equipped with the FTL Drive.  They were the smallest of these three classes 
but also the most expensive.  It required a vast amount of highly sophisticated 
equipment to determine proper locations for colonies and later IPS portals. 
Even more extraordinary than the ships, men and women who made up the 
crew were experts in many fields and could spend up to 6 years in deep space.  
These people often would end up as colonists on the planets they surveyed. 
Still, the excitement of new worlds would draw them back to the Corp.   
Currently, the three systems each have a Liberius Class exploration ship.  Stella 
Natura has the largest and oldest, the Io.  It was commissioned 377 years ago 
and is roughly one kilometer long.  It is in orbit around Isis and its FTL drive is 
offline.  None the less, it is an incredible asset in knowledge and spare parts 
for the Aegeis Complex.  The Argos, commissioned some time between 310 – 
340 years ago is a slimmer design and it has been speculated that it served 
some different purpose than survey of systems.  The SSD has control of this 
Liberius Class vessel and its location is kept secret.  Its configuration is said to 
be very different from the Io and closer to ½ kilometer in length.  The final 
ship, under the control of the Repco Combine, is the Tantulus, one of the last 
Liberius Class to be constructed at the beginning of the A.I. Wars.  The 
Tantulus received a great deal of damage from the A.I. Emplacements at 
Espirion but was still capable of escape before destruction.  Its original design 
was for seeking out hidden bases and hold outs of systems without Portal 
access.  In the final battle, she was employed as a spotter for the asteroids 
that eliminated the A.I. main bases.  
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Known Portal Paths 

Independent Commonwealth 

SOC-TECH SPECIAL DISTRICT 
Stella Natura 

The Repco Combine 

K’staat System 

Datari System 
Datari Prime 
Eserina 
Kiper 
Kiver 

Stella Natura 

Prima 

Raddania Hydra Cluster 

Triddios System 

Ephelios System 

Geppiri Outpost 

Iradi Cluster 
Finadi System 

Richter’s World 

New Gistonia 

Ivennesworld 

Red Marches 

Lyre’s Holme 

Adaggio 

Elysium Fields 

Bires Turne 
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Overview 
The Repco Combine is made up of five systems but originally contained well 
over 35 systems.  The times of plenty are long in the past but now, with the 
Portals coming back on line, the Combine’s power grows without bounds.  Their 
use of Replicants as expendable colonization and work forces gives them a 
distinct advantage over other more population poor systems.  Of the three 
sectors, the Combine has the most formidable armies even though they lack 
the navy to back it up.  The greatest problem the Combine has always faced is 
a lack of serious shipping.  It has dogged them both in the private and military 
sectors. 
In addition to the above military problems, the Combine also faces a serious 
amount of rumbling from the Constructs.  There is talk of rights and citizenship 
which is utterly abhorrent to the true citizens of the Combine.  A cabal has 
formed and even as the corporate internal security and the CGP use replicants 
to hunt constructs the rebellion ferments.  Where it will end no one can say 
but the thought is that the gods have wrought their creation too well and now 
must reap their bitter harvest. 

Political Organizations 

CCoouunncciill  ooff  RReeggeennttss  
This is the ruling body of the Repco Combine and is made up of corporations.  
These member corporations have six officers which set most policy and form 
the six parties in which the citizenry put their trust.  If a member corporation 
falls beneath the membership criteria then it is taken off the roles.  If at some 
later point it attains the criteria again it may petition for re-entry.  This body 
sets much of the trade laws and deals with supreme judicial authority in legal 
disputes.  It is considered the source for legal authority in the three sectors. 

TThhee  DDaattaarrii  GGuuaarrdd  
The Combine was founded over 800 years ago and maintains its headquarters 
on Ditari Prime, one of the only planets with a functioning surface Portal.  This 
gives the Combine a powerful advantage in trade and communications.  The 
ground Portal is maintained as one of the most guarded secrets.  It does some 
small part to offset the lack of shipping which plagues Combine businesses. The 
Datari Guard maintain a vigilance over this most treasured resource.  They are 
made up of Combine citizens pulled from the employ of the security forces of 
all corporations.  It is considered a great honor and privilege to serve in the 
Guard. 

CCiittiizzeennss  ffoorr  tthhee  EEtthhiiccaall  TTrreeaattmmeenntt  ooff  RReepplliiccaannttss  ((CC..EE..TT..OO..RR..))  
This organization is very active in the Council of Regents holding 
demonstrations and petitioning for the granting of rights to replicants.  They 
believe that replicants are unfairly treated even to the point of cruelty.  This 
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organization is made up of citizens since no replicant has the right of free 
speech.  Often, it is the sad truth that the replicants do not even understand 
the fight that these citizens put in.  To most replicants it is a distinct and clear 
victory to survive to the next day. 

Society 
The Combine ranges in its moral strictness but holds to a few truths wherever 
the Citizens hold sway.  There are many different social levels in the Combine 
but three divisions can easily be made, Citizen, Construct and Replicant. 
 

CCiittiizzeennss  ooff  tthhee  RReeppccoo  CCoommbbiinnee  
Citizens are at the top of the food chain on Ditari and all her subject worlds.  
However, it must be stated that the Citizens of Ditari are the highest of this 
elite order.  The Citizens of the Combine are the only ones in the Combine who 
may own property, hold licenses for non-replicant and replicant reproduction, 
and are allowed legal representation.  Citizens hold their rights to non-
genetically manipulated reproduction as both sacred and a point of pride.  
They would allow their unborn child to have a genetic cure for a congenital 
defect but it would be the family secret and a point of social shame.  
Contrarily, the family head would not think twice of manipulating the genes of 
a Construct so that their offspring all had violet eyes.  This would be 
unthinkable to even suggest to another Citizen and none of the lower classes 
would say such a thing unless they wished to be demoted and transferred to 
hazardous duty. 
 
The life of Citizens as they grow is lush and filled with promise.  The average 
Citizen is given 22 years of education and is expected to take several years 
afterwards to travel the combine and familiarize themselves with their holdings 
and the outer provinces (as anything out of the Ditari System is called).  At 25 
they will depart and by 30 they will be expected to “settle down” and begin 
managing their investments and holdings.  There is a sharp division between 
male Citizens and female Citizens.  The women of the upper class are not 
expected to advance much farther than their 8th year of education but they are 
not restricted from doing so.  An educated female citizen will find herself a 
very lonely woman since it is a stereotype amongst the Citizens of the Combine 
that educated women are frigid and shrewish.  However, even at that the 
educated female citizen’s worst enemy will be other female citizens who, at 
best, will look on educated women as improper for their station in life.  This 
could come from the fact that often the Constructs are the ones required to 
have extensive education. 

CCoonnssttrruuccttss  ooff  tthhee  CCoommbbiinnee  
Constructs are genetically engineered Replicants which have been allowed to 
reproduce in more conventional means.  They are very proud of the generation 
they are from their inception or from the first replicant in their lines.  
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Constructs do not have rights and can only be granted a license to reproduce 
from a Citizen. It is an interesting mix of privilege and slavery.  In comparison 
to Replicants the Construct’s life is long, peaceful and enjoyable.  However, 
compared to a Citizen’s life the Construct’s is one of drudgery and toil.   
 
The Constructs are organized into groups called geists and these groups are 
determined by the government Commission on Genetic Purity.  The CGP 
reviews all marriages, all birth licenses, and licenses all new geists if any are 
needed.  New geists are rarely formed and none have ever been dissolved.  
Geists are grouped by the Genetic Strain Template following the Riddertin 
Standards for classification.  If a child varies more that .4 Riddertin Units from 
the Standard then it is destroyed.  A bit more informally, a geist has come to 
represent occupations and the layman has assigned the occupation to the end 
of the R.S. Code.   
R.S.C. Description 
03F344L903 - 
Janitor 

One of the oldest and most trusted geists in the 
Combine.  They are thought of as excellent in the 
department of mental stability and attention to 
detail.  Constructs of this geist may not have a 
willpower greater than 0 but receive a +2 to 
Personality and 2 levels in Electronics Repair skill 
(Mind). 

55F589L558 – 
Combat 
Technician 

The Combat Technician has only recently been 
granted Construct status.  It was given only 
grudgingly and the CT is the first L558 (combat 
variety) Replicant to be elevated thus.  The 
reasoning behind this is due to the fear that any 
L558 that were allowed to reproduce may shift 
their loyalty from the Combine to family.  For this 
reason the CGP is watching them closely.  
Constructs of this geist may only have a 0 will and 
they have an aversion to weapons that may only 
be overcome if they save vs Mind on a d20.  
However, they receive a +2 Intelligence and a +2 
to Education. 

21F345L324 - 
Educator 

The educators are very close to a political 
education police force.  Most other geists fear 
them and with due cause since they are the ones 
who “teach” their children.  The CGP line is a hard 
one with loyalty to the corporation being foremost.  
To the lesser extent their loyalty is oriented 
towards the Combine but it is important that the 
members of the Combine realize who they are 
beholden to.  Educators must make a Mind + 
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Willpower – 4 save on a d20 to act against the 
interests of the Combine or the Corporation they 
work for.  They receive a +2 to Education and 2 
free levels in Psychology (Social).     

 

RReepplliiccaannttss  ooff  tthhee  CCoommbbiinnee  
Replicants are the lowest rung on the ladder of society in the Combine.  They 
do not possess any rights and it is against the law for them to own property, 
reproduce, or hold money.  They are slaves and the other members of the 
Combine make no bones about it.  They very much hold the attitude of  “Would 
you let a piece of machinery tell you what to do?” They would also easily kill a 
replicant much the same way you would dispose of a faulty toaster.  You would 
not be happy about the expense but it would be easier than finding a 
repairman and then paying him when for a little more you could get a new one.  
 
Replicants cost anywhere from 30,000 to 120,000 guilders and from 100 to 400 
guilders per month to maintain.  It is not uncommon for a middle-income 
citizen household to own one and several would be expected in the staff of a 
wealthy citizen.  In a domestic capacity the Replicants serve as butlers, 
housemaids, nannies, mistresses, gigolos, bodyguards, and just about any other 
domestic use.  There are also industrial uses from the most common, miner, to 
their rarest use in industry, industrial waste clean up.  Often, mostly by off-
worlders, it is assumed that the replicant is an industrial use and throwaway 
worker, but it is far less expensive to breed workers the conventional way then 
to grow them in vats.  
 
The final and most prolific arena that Replicants are used in is that of the 
military. The Central Security Force is a massive lumbering giant which is 
mostly populated with Replicants from top to bottom.  Although this is 
unpopular with some citizens, seldom does a citizen volunteer for active duty.  
However, the positions of Director of Internal Security and that of Director-
General of Security Forces are reserved for citizens of the Combine.  
 
There are many different models to choose from.  Below is a short list. 
 
R.S.C. Description 
84F600L558 – 
Field Soldier 

The F600 replicant is one of the most feared and 
respected combat replicant.  They are asexual and 
have a life span of 6 years. At inception the F600 
all have a small bomb placed over their frontal 
cortex.  This “cortex bomb” is considered a fail 
safe if an F600 is compromised.  The cortex 
bombs have never been used due to the possibility 
of rebellion according to official records. The F600 
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have exaggerated human features, stand roughly 
3 meters tall and have reversed knees for 
increased running speed and leaping distance.  
They have an arrested emotional development 
that makes them unsuitable to urban control uses; 
these are pure combat military replicants.  Despite 
their lack of emotional response they are 
programmed with a very advanced intellect and a 
strong desire to please and obey. 
Adjustments:  
STR: +4, CON: +4 
INT: -4, WIL: -4 

12F447L202 – 
Gigolo/Mistress 

This replicant is one of the most popular in and 
outside of the Combine.  The F447 can be 
constructed to order or come in over a 1000 
designs off the floor.  All the F447 have the ability 
to excrete pheromones which will arouse and 
generally make amiable humans of both sexes.  
They have very little in the way of raw physical 
strength and intelligence but are extremely 
healthy, virile and resistant to disease.  A common 
use for the F447 is as entertainment on remote 
military bases and operations.  They have a life 
span of 10 years. 

21F345L406 - 
Infiltrator 

This replicant has little relationship to humans but 
is an amazing step forward in the manipulation of 
genes to serve mankind.  The F345 is a mimic.  
Given enough time, food, and water it can alter its 
appearance to any image it has studied in enough 
detail.  This process usually take between 2 and 4 
weeks and is extremely painful.  Through a 
complex process of digestion of its internal 
structure combined with accelerated growth it will 
be able to change sex, size, appearance, hair and 
eye color.   All this comes at a price.  The F345 
must spend 2 points of permanent constitution for 
each change and may expend an additional point 
to make the change in one day.  When the 
replicants constitution falls below 10 it must make 
a save on a d20 every time it changes.  If it does 
not make its save then it will die over the next 1 – 
4 days.  Needless to say, the powers of the 
Combine keep a close watch over the production 
and licensing of this replicant. 
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CCrriimmee  
Crime in the Combine falls into three categories as do most anything else.  The 
replicants have nothing resembling justice or rights so punishment for 
disobeying is swift while no crime can be done to them.  You cannot rape a 
toaster.  It would be considered odd behavior but not illegal.  However, you 
cannot rape your neighbors toaster but it could be damaged by your actions.  If 
your dog bites your neighbor then your dog is put down not you.  All these 
situations apply to a replicant.  If a replicant attacks another replicant it will 
either be dispatched immediately or if it is too expensive a model then it will 
be educated.  Education might be as extensive as mind wipe with a readjusted 
personality to a stout cuff to the neck. 
Constructs enjoy a higher level of justice and privilege but still must obey a 
harsh reality, they do not make the rules and can only be the victim of them.  
There are a series of common rules that the constructs live by amounting to 
“do what a citizen or corporate entity tells you to do”.  In general, left to their 
own devices, they carry the common morality.  However, if they damage 
corporate property or a citizen’s property they pay a severe penalty, death.  If 
they violate any other rules it is likely that they will be reeducated either by 
mind wipe and a replant of personality or by having an emotional readjustment 
applied. 
For the citizens of the Combine, the highest crime which can be committed fall 
in the arena of corporate assets, fraud and embezzlement. A citizen could kill 
replicants by the thousands as long as they had the licenses to own them and 
paid for them.  However, steal one guilder from their patron corporation and it 
could end in execution.  Executions are quite rare though, it is more likely they 
would be interned for re-education; i.e. mind-wipe with a new and loyal 
personality to replace the old one.  The citizen who misrepresents his personal 
wealth is considered to have committed fraud and may receive anything from a 
fine to re-education. 

MMeemmbbeerr  CCoorrppoorraattiioonnss  

Repco Industries 
Repco Industries is the iron hand of the Combine.  It rules through control of 
the most sophisticated military Replicant technology. 
 
KTC Incorporated 
KTC Incorporated is the cornerstone of the Combine with its production of 
inception vats and most of the hardware surrounding replicant technology.  Its 
strongest ally is Repco Industries. 
 
Datari Rice Concern (DRC) 
The DRC is the bread basket for the Combine and produces genetically 
enhanced crops and live stock.  Originally, they were centered around agent 
224, a enhanced rice which could grow in near savannah conditions.  The DRC is 
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a lumbering goliath and seldom builds alliances outside the agra-industrial 
base. 
 
Eris Mfg 
Eris is a combination of consulting company and manufacturing company.  Eris 
manufactures farming replicants and equipment as well as processing 
agricultural products.  In consulting it is a leader in psychological concerns as 
well as staffing. 
 
BioStar Inc 
Biostar is a starship manufacturer and a producer of multi-environment 
deployment platforms.  They have interests in mining, salvage, and military 
interventions. 
 
GenTec Inc 
GenTec specializes in industrial and domestic genetic enhancements.  They do 
not produce replicants but handle the research and proto-typing of the newest 
replicants.  Of late, their lead has been threatened by OutWorld Enterprises, a 
lean and hungry new comer to the industry. 

PPoolliittiiccss  
The government of the combine is a voting body made up of member 
corporations which meet the entrance criteria of: 

1. Gross revenue in excess of 40 millions of guilders annually. 
2. An excess of 100 citizens employed. 
3. Have remained solvent for 20 or more years. 

 
The above criteria can be waved if and only if the applicant has a sponsor who 
meets the above criteria.  The Hadre, the name of this council of corporations, 
has an executive council which has veto powers over any and all actions of the 
Hadre.  The Six, as they are called, are the original founders of the Hadre and 
is named for the public building that the first meetings were held in.  For the 
most part the Hadre is responsible for the licensing of Replicants, management 
of trade and trade laws, and the protection of corporate liberties.  It seldom 
involves itself in the affairs of individuals and then only if  prominent citizen is 
involved.   

History 
 
Daily Status Report, 323, year 2 of Datari Prime Settlement, David Eris 
I know I should have a better outlook on the situation but I just can’t.  It is 
difficult to realize that the planet itself is not our enemy.  Today we have had 
another transfer station failure due to the native Dizzy nests and another field 
was lost to firegrass.  If we could only eat firegrass we would be in business 
but the stuff is more toxic than some nerve agents.  It just grows so fast.  The 
transformer is going to be difficult if not impossible to repair and with the 
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latest viral outbreak putting half the labor force into quarantine it isn’t likely 
to happen soon.  I wonder if I can get a transfer.  
 
The Datari System was first colonized over 800 years ago by the Psychology 
branch of the Scholastica.  They were sent to Datari Prime because they were 
the least funded and the most in need of a permanent department location.  
Datari Prime was an arid planet consisting of savannahs and deserts.  The 
native animal life were aggressive herbivores and would strip anything but the 
most hardy plant life out by the roots.  Transplanted crops had little success 
against the native weeds and would rapidly be choked out of the fields they 
had been planted in.  It would take a miracle to make it anything more than a 
dependant outpost waiting for shipments every month from the Scholastica 
warehouses. 
 

EEnntteerr  aa  MMiirraaccllee  
After the third year of the colonization, a team of geneticists led by Sydow 
Krims came to the rescue of Eris and his fellow psychologists.  Krims was 
fascinated with the potential of Datari Prime to supply an open air lab that 
could prove some of his radical and less popular theories, quickly and with a 
minimum of interference.  His team would restructure and rebuild most of the 
life on Datari Prime until it became a paradise unrivaled in the entire known 
galaxy or so Krims thought.   
Though his team had funding they were constantly faced with equipment and 
labor shortages.  To end this shortage Eris began an aggressive “relocation” 
effort.  Suddenly, an influx of criminals and the insane caused a whole new set 
of problems.  This infuriated Krims who accused Eris of obstructionism at best 
and incompetence as most likely.  Either way, Krims saw no other path but to 
solve the problem himself.  He rerouted what resources he could to a human 
experiment.  It was two phase, the first to alter existing human DNA to 
emphasize those traits they desired and the second phase to generated a 
worker class of clones.  He was soon to realize just how wrong his vision of 
utopia could go. 
 

TThhee  LLiittttllee  RReepplliiccaanntt  TThhaatt  CCoouulldd  
As Krims and his team grew and took on new challenges so did Dr. Eris and the 
psychologists prosper.  When Krims declared success of the replicant project, 
the resulting humanoid was hardly sentient and somewhat dangerous.  Given to 
fits of rage if its every desire was not fulfilled, it was far from the labor saving 
device that Krims had envisioned and in fact, required several individuals to 
care for it.  Dr. Eris, not one to hold a grudge, pointed out that the research 
and subsequent drug therapy, procedures and devices they had developed 
could in fact aid the situation.  Krims agreed reluctantly and within three 
months the replicant was working the fields so zealously that he had to be 
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reminded to eat.  The first factory was built three months after that and the 
replicant industry was born. 
 

TThhee  BBiirrtthh  ooff  tthhee  RReeppccoo  CCoommbbiinnee  
Enter Harold Repco some 110 years later.  Repco was born to wealth and power 
and had been taught to wield it without mercy.  If he saw a weakness he would 
exploit it and make a profit through others misfortune.  His family specialized 
in the outsourcing of mining labor through replicant reproduction on site.  This 
was profitable to companies that could not affordably transport vast numbers 
of their employees, their families, and supplies to a remote site and then keep 
them re-supplied.  Into this situation Harold Repco entered as a young, able 
industrialist ready to set the systems on their ear.   
 
Harold Repco had just received his doctorate in biological engineering when 
the Twelve Years War broke out between the Iradi Cluster and the Datari 
System.  Things looked grim as the Datarians had few ships and no standing 
army.  The government was a panel of deans from the Scholastica and the 
insisted that peace could be negotiated even as the bombs were falling.  Repco 
rallied the others he knew could be as ruthless as himself, other industrialists.  
With these allies he set all the Replicant tanks to produce warriors of such 
ferocity that even a few of his less hardened comrades quailed in fear.  These 
were the first to be fed to his soldiers.  
 
Repco, ever the ruthless man, overran the Iradi and laid waste to their home 
planet.  In the power vacuum which was created by the war opened the way 
for Repco and his triumphant army to set the rules.  Repco laid out the 
groundwork for a government ruled by corporations which attained a certain 
net profit and had replicant technology.  Later the criteria would change but 
always the Council of Six remained.  These Six are the largest of the 
corporations of the Combine and predate even the A.I. wars.  The Six are 
Repco Industries, KTC Incorporated, Datari Rice Concern (DRC), Eris Mfg, 
BioStar Inc, and GenTec Inc.  These six influence the larger body of the 
Combine either directly or through espionage.   
 

EEccoonnoommyy  
The current economy of the Combine is based on two major industries and two 
lesser ones.  The two main industries are agricultural export/import and labor 
services.  The two lesser industries are industrial engineering and psychological 
engineering.  The agricultural industry has an early basis in the ability of the 
Combine to alter their food crops to grow in almost any climate and then have 
the labor to tend the crops.  As it has been mentioned elsewhere outside of the 
main cities the culture is a rural farm life in most of the Combine. 
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Datari System 
 
 

The Datari system is the center of the 
Combine to the point that the citizens of 
Datari Prime do little more than 
administer the Megacorps of the 
Combine and see to their own pleasures.  
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Stella Natura 

Overview 
Stella Natura is a democratic republic which functions through several parties 
to elect a representative body for all the worlds.  Of the civilized worlds, the 
people of Stella Natura can expect the highest per capita income.  These 
citizens can also expect the finest in health care , art, culture and longevity.  
Life expectancy in the Republic is upwards of 235 years most of which is lived 
in a healthy elderly condition. 

Political Organizations 

 

History  
Stella Natura was and is the center for learning amongst the Three Kingdoms.  
It housed the deans for these systems when the Scholastica was at its height 
and has maintained a large amount of the raw knowledge of the old 
technology.  The Aegeis Complex is a huge super computer which handled the 
library queries for this sector of the portals.  In the A.I. Wars it was damaged 
but not destroyed.  Since Stella Natura was the center for the Scholastica in 
this sector it naturally took the brunt of the attacks.  Due to this many of the 
essential support personnel were killed.  Now the Aegeis Complex is maintained 
through many of the automated systems originally built for emergency 
contingency.   
 
During the A.I. Wars, Stella Natura’s populace had mostly been employed 
towards research for the bio-enhancements department so these efforts were 
quickly rerouted into the war effort.  With all the funding they could want the 
researchers began to churn out bio-enhanced tools called biots.  A biot could 
be anything from a grafted fighting spur to a wetware enhancement directly 
wired to a persons brain giving them skills at a download. 
 

Society 

LLoonnggeevviittyy  
The people of Stella Natura can expect to live anywhere from 170 to 250 years.  
This is due to an advanced understanding of bio-mechanics, pathology and bio-
physics.  During the Recovery, Stella Natura had to look to its extensive 
knowledge of medicine to combat the horrible diseases and bio-weapons which 
the A.I. had unleashed upon their worlds.  Soon, it became a way of life and a 
means for trade.  When the portals came back on line it was a shock to them 
the level of medicine that other worlds lived with.  To some extent they tried 
to share what they had learnt but it was also obvious to the scientists of Stella 
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Natura that the biological war had changed them physiologically by selecting 
the strongest to live and being merciless to the weaker.   
 

AArrttss  &&  LLeeiissuurree  
The culture of Stella Natura takes the creation of art forms of all kinds very 
seriously but takes the critiquing of it even more seriously.  For every artist 
who is creates a song, book, or any art form there are dozens of critics to 
naysay or champion it.  Seldom does an artist go unpunished here by those who 
do not have the talent to create, only criticize.  However, even a moderately 
talented artist will have a good life on any of the worlds of Stella Natura since 
the demand is high for anything remotely artful.  New authors are toasted and 
sponsored by the elite.  As long as they produce for their sponsors all their 
wishes will be fulfilled.  
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SOC-Tech Special District (SSD) 

 

OOFFFFIICCIIAALL  GGUUIIDDEE  TTOO  TTHHEE  SSOOCC--TTEECCHH  SSPPEECCIIAALL  DDIISSTTRRIICCTT  
 

SSOOCCIIEETTYY  
 The SSD, as it is usually referred, comprises a number of planetary 
systems amongst the free worlds, and is one of the more powerful political 
actors in the region.  Under the wise guidance of the Triunate Bureaus, the SSD 
has staved the incursions of the AI forces and insured the freedom of both their 
own citizens and that of other, less enlightened societies.  This has come at the 
price of some freedom.   
 During the early years of the SSD, the wise Administrators realized that 
only through the regulation of technology could the AI forces be thwarted.  
They also realized that technology pervades all aspects of life.  Everyone from 
the lowliest factory nano-bug programmer to the most elite soldier utilizes 
technology.  Furthermore, innovation often comes from random spots.  A bored 
scientist invents a new procedure in her spare time.  A desperate soldier 
cobbles a novel weapon out of disparate parts.  These activities, unregulated 
and unsafe, pave the way for AI domination of all human space.  In order to 
regulate technology, the Administrators realized they mose regulate all human 
activity. 
 Is this asking too much?  Millions of SSD clients say “no.”  Their sacrifice 
has given them, as well as the less enlightened Combine and Stella Naturae 
clients, freedom from enslavement to the evil AI cyborgs.  That is invaluable.   
 Thanks to the wise guidance of the Administrators through the three 
bureaus, and in particular thanks to the Department of Standards and their 
tireless Regulators, the vast majority of SSD clients are free from the need to 
labor.  Food produced in great vats and buildings grown from nano-mite seeds 
mark the development of our age of well-planned technological marvels.  
Those who choose to work can serve the SSD through any one of the three 
Bureaus:  the Bureau of SocTech, the Bureau of Production, or the Bureau of 
the Armed Forces.1 
 The Bureau of SocTech is mainly comprised of the Department of Central 
Administration, and the Department of Standards.  The best and the brightest 
come to the Department of Standards.  Regulators from this Department patrol 
all others, conducting random audits.  They often have the exciting role of 
uncovering AI spies and un-authorized Technology usage!  We all sleep more 
soundly knowing they are amongst us. 

                                         
1Applicants are randomly inserted into the service-seeking queue with the passing of the 
ASW1001-sub-YYY3 or appropriate exam.  Please see your local Information Services Recruiter 
for more information! 
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 The Bureau of Production is comprised of the Energy Department, the C 
& M Department2, the CG Department3, the Transportation Department, and 
the IS Department.4  These departments handle everything built or engineered.  
They are the cornerstones to our high standard of living! 
 The Bureau of the Armed Forces is comprised by the Regional 
Departments.  Local Departments utilize technology as befits their needs, 
within approved guidelines set by the Department of Standards.  Our soldiers 
bring us glory (through the use of approved technologies and methodologies)! 
 The Center of the SSD lies in the remarkable Independence System.  
Here the Bureau of Production has created a network of “bubbles” on various 
asteroids in a ring about the Walton gas giant.  The Freedom suburb, home to 
the head quarters of the Department of Standards, lies on the nearby General 
Topkin ice moon.  No client of the SSD should live their life without applying 
for a travel visa to visit this, the holy center of our well regulated society! 
 Most recently, a new threat has been created by the evil AI’s who so 
hate us in our freedom.  They have encouraged clients to engage in thievery, 
the creation of un-regulated alternatives to our perfect product distribution 
channels, and unlicensed modification of technological devices for personal 
comfort.  We will stamp out the traitors!  These “mafias” will not be tolerated!  
The Chief Administrators see you for what you are:  in the employ of the AI’s.  
You may think that the idea to steal supplies from work comes from a desire to 
improve one’s living standard, but it is an un-SSD, AI-inspired act of treason. 
 

SSTTRREEEETT  GGUUIIDDEE  TTOO  TTHHEE  SSSSDD  
 
Nothing gets done here.  The food is bad, sometimes poisonous.  Sometimes 
the “bubbles” that hold entire neighborhoods on Independence “pop.”  
Thousands of people get flushed off into the vacuum.  People go to work for 
the SSD because it is the only way to get access to “luxury” shops that sell 
things like real food, and the only way to get into safe apartment buildings.  
Everyone knows someone who is in the “service”.  That’s how you live here. 
Everyone steals from the SSD.  Having your friend, who works for IS, get you a 
contra-band temperature regulator so that you can keep your apartment above 
freezing is illegal.  Everyone does stuff like that.  The administrators steal 
more than anyone else.  All they care about is taking what they can and 
screwing anyone in their way.  They constantly wage war with one another, 
trying to accuse each other of being traitors, so that they can take more 
power.  This place sucks. 

                                         
2Construction and Maintenance. 
3Consumer Goods. 
4The Information Services Department.  The Transportation Department is subject to audit-
control by the AF Bureau (Armed Forces Bureau), while IS is subject to Department of 
Standards optional supervision. 
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The only part of service that is worse than unemployment is the military.  The 
regulators regulate the hell out of them.  You cannot shoot your enemy without 
filling out a stack of forms.  The jerks who run the SSD would rather lose a war 
or two than have a military that works.  If it worked, the military servants 
might try a coup or something, and wipe out the administrators. 
The worst are the regulators.  Many of them actually believe the SSD official 
propaganda.  Watch out for them; they are everywhere, and they have no 
mercy. 
The crime is bad here.  You have to do illegal stuff to live, so some people 
figure it doesn’t matter what they do, and have no morality at all.  Gangs 
control entire bubbles, shoot outs are common, and extortion is the rule.  
Administrators often hire these gangs to try and off each other.  I told you, this 
place is crazy. 
Things’ll never change though.  Info Services not only controls all the media, 
they also do some crazy statistical forecasting and data sampling to predict 
where discontent is likely to build up.  I heard a rumor that they sometimes 
pop a whole freaking bubble and kill thousands of people because some graph 
indicated a likelihood that public discontent might probably pass a certain 
threshhold in that area.  IS’ers are all in the pockets of the regulators, so it 
might not just be crazy but also true.    
So I suggest pulling some strings and getting a travel visa out of this hell hole.  
Go to Stella Natura:  they think we’re all engineers or something, and they pay 
us well as guest workers.  I know someone who can help you get the visa.  It’ll 
just cost you a couple thousand credits.  Just don’t tell nobody who helped you 
out
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Character Traits 

Statistics for Characters 

Strength 
     The strength score is a measure of a character’s ability to lift objects.  It is also used to 
determine armor class and, as well, it influences the amount of damage a person can inflict.   
 
Table 1: Strength Bonus 
 
Strength Damage 

Bonus 
Armor 
Mod 

Max 
Lifted 
Weight 

1 -5 -2 10 lbs 
2 -4 -2 15 lbs 
3 -3 -1 25 lbs 
4 -2 -1 35 lbs 
5 -1 0 45 lbs 
6 0 0 55lbs 
7 0 0 65lbs 
8 0 0 75lbs 
9 0 0 85lbs 
10 0 0 95lbs 
11 0 0 105lbs 
12 0 0 115lbs 
13 0 0 125lbs 
14 0 0 135lbs 
15 0 0 145lbs 
16 +1 0 160 lbs 
17 +2 +1 180 lbs 
18 +3 +1 200 lbs 
19 +4 +2 350 lbs 
20 +5 +2 500 lbs 
21 +8 +3 1000 lbs 
22 +11 +4 2500 lbs 
23 +14 +5 3500 lbs 
24 +17 +6 5000 lbs 
25 +20 +7 8000 lbs 
 
Armor modifiers are the adjustments to a character’s armor class when he or she is wearing 
armor.  These modifiers will NEVER raise a player’s armor class above normal; they ONLY apply 
to the minuses resulting from the weight of the armor. 
     If a character’s strength falls below 0, he or she will be feeble and helpless until their 
strength is recovered.  This will occur at a rate of 1 point per 2 months without any magical 
healing. 
     After 25 strength, armor modifiers continue to increase by one but damage modifiers 
double.  For example, a 26 strength is +40 to damage and +8 to armor. 
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Agility 
     Agility reflects a character’s overall body coordination, as well as his quickness in reacting 
to a situation.   
 
     If a character’s agility falls beneath 0, then he or she becomes totally uncoordinated.  It 
will be impossible to use a weapon, avoid an attack, or even walk without tripping. 
 

Constitution 
     Constitution is a measure of a character’s fitness, health, resistance, and ability to carry 
weight for long distances.  This score is used for saving throws, determining armor class, and 
calculating hit points. 
 
Table 1: Weight Allowance 
 
Constitution Encumbrance 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 1lb 
5 1lb 
6 1lb 
7 1lb 
8 5lb 
9 12lb 
10 19lb 
11 26lb 
12 33lb 
13 40lb 
14 47lb 
15 54lb 
16 61lb 
17 68lb 
18 75lb 
19 82b 
20 89lb 
21 109lb 
22 119lb 
23 139lb 
24 159lb 
25 179lb 
 
  
     Two times the given weight may be carried at a penalty of one-quarter movement rate.  If a 
character is carrying his/her full encumberance to double then he/she moves at 1/2 
movement.  if the character is between 3/4 and full then he/she moves at 3/4 movement.  It is 
not possible to fight while heavily encumbered. 
     If a character’s constitution falls to 0, then he or she will be incapacitated and unable to 
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move. Lost points will return at a rate of one every two months.  However, if constitution falls 
below 0, then the character will either die or become undead. 

Dexterity 
     Dexterity reflects a character’s hand-eye coordination and accuracy with weapons.  If a 
character’s dexterity falls beneath 0, then he or she becomes helpless.  It will be impossible to 
use a weapon or other equipment. 
    Crafting bonuses not only apply to crafting skills but also to musical instruments, bone 
setting, surgery, juggling, and stage magic. 
 

 Intelligence 
     Intelligence represents a character’s ability to reason and to learn.  This is important 
because it affects the number of skills that a character has. 
  

Wisdom 
     Wisdom is a measure of a character’s judgment and intuitiveness; because of its close ties 
with mental discipline, it will affect the number of skills a character has. 
     If a character’s Wisdom falls  to 0 or below, then he or she will become a slave-like servant 
to whatever lowered the wisdom score. 

Comeliness 
     Comeliness represents a character’s physical beauty and sex appeal.  Strangers tend to 
react more favorably towards beautiful people and distrust ugly ones.  

Charisma 
     The Charisma score represents a character’s charm, persuasiveness, and personal 
magnetism; it has nothing to do with physical beauty.  For example, Hitler was ugly yet he had 
a fanatical following.  Charisma also represents a character’s ability to lead.   
 
     The chance the such followers will be fanatical is the average of the character’s charisma 
and comeliness plus the reaction bonus of the character.  Normally, the followers will be of 0 
level and have a base loyalty of 50%. If the player wishes, he/she may roll to see if there is a 
leader of the band he collects.  The player must roll his luck or under on percentiles.  If 
successful, then the level must be rolled of this leader on a die 4. Since a player cannot attract 
followers until fourth level, there is no risk of this leader being of higher level then himself. 
 

Luck 
     Luck is just that, the character’s luck. Luck will come into play when a desperate act which 
is utterly absurd is attempted or possibly if a save versus another stat is not successful.  It is 
the chance of a wagon of hay being parked under your fall or, when you are about to be 
overwhelmed by orcs, a group of dwarves happen upon your predicament.  In short, it is an 
attempt to put randomicity into a personal stat. 
  
 
 

Will 
     Will is the stat which involves a character’s personal strengths or weaknesses.  It is, as it 
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states, the willpower that a character has.  Consciousness rolls must be made against this stat 
in the following manner; if the character falls below half their hit points then a save vs. will 
must be made, if 0 to 1/2 their hit points 
negative then save at 1/2 their will and if greater than 1/2 negative their hit points then the 
save is 1/4 their will is the save.  A failure at any of these rolls will indicate that the character 
was overcome by pain or received a strong blow which knocked this character unconscious for 
1d12 rounds.  There are cases where the duration may be extended or shortened (i.e. poison 
gas, severe wound, etc.). 

Hit Points 
 The body of a character is made up of 10 specific and 5 general areas, each of which are able 
to withstand a certain amount of damage.  This damage is quantified by Hit Points.  Your 
character’s base Hit Points are his/her (STR + CON + WILL) /3 + 1/2CON. If a character’s base 
hit points are reduced to 0 then the character dies representing massive trauma to the entire 
body.  Arms and Legs  are considered incapacitated if they reach 0 Hit Points.  If a Character 
reaches 0 in a critical area (Head & Chest), then he/she is dead.   If a Character reaches 0 in a 
vital area (Stomach & Groin), then he/she is incapacitated and will die if a save vs. will is not 
made.  If the save is made then the character will slowly die in proportion to his/her 
endurance (Gamemaster’s discretion). As well, if a character has above a 20 CON, then the 
character receives a d4 hit points for each point above 20.  All characters receive half their 
CON in addition to all else to their Hit Points.  The number of Hit Points are determined as 
follows. 

Head & Chest   0.5(base Hit Points) 
Stomach & Groin base Hit Points 

Arms & Legs 2(base Hit Points) 
 

For example, if Buffy has an 18 STR, 19 CON, and a 20 WILL, then her base Hit Points are 19; 
18 + 19 + 20 = 57/3 = 19 + 9 = 28; 

 
Thusly, Buffy will have the following breakdown of specific areas: 

1,4 14 points 
7,8 28 points 

3,2,5,6,9,10 56 points 
 

This can be quickly and easily kept track of by a little initial setup of the Character.  A simple 
chart like the one at the top of the page is all that is needed.  Character’s recover hit points at 
a rate of 1 hit point per night + 1 point for every point of CON above 16. 
 

Armor Class 
     Armor class represents how difficult it is for a character to be hit.  It is calculated by taking 
the average of the STR, AGL, and CON scores (STR+AGL+CON)/3.  In this respect, strength 
represents the character’s ability to move in armor, Agility stands for the ability to dodge, and 
constitution represents how long a character can keep up the fighting pace.  Please note that 
in order to move and fight in armor a skill must be taken in the desired armor.  Also, heavy, 
bulky armors will affect armor class.  Remember to subtract the armor modifier given for the 
desired type of armor from the armor class result.  As well, add in strength modifiers as 
appropriate. 

Modifiers 
These modifiers apply to all rolls and skills that a statistic would apply to.  For 
instance, in mêlée combat an individual with a Strength Statistic of 17 would 
get a +5 to damage.  
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Statistic Modifier % Modifiers 
1 -6 -30 
2 -5 -25 
3 -4 -20 
4 -3 -15 
5 -2 -10 
6 -1 -5 
7 0 0 
8 0 0 
9 0 0 
10 0 0 
11 0 0 
12 0 0 
13 0 0 
14 0 0 
15 +1 +5 
16 +1 +5 
17 +2 +10 
18 +3 +15 
19 +4 +20 
20 +5 +25 
21 +6 +30 
22 +7 +35 
23 +8 +40 
24 +10 +50 
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Races 

Toaffi 
+ 4 to INT ; + 2 WIS ; - 4 STR ; - 2 WIL ; 2 free COMPUTER SYSTEMS skills 

AAppppeeaarraannccee  
The Toaffi are descendents of desert runners and very long thin reversed knee 
legs. Their arms are thin, ending in exceptionally fine and dexterous hands.  
They have a comparatively small round body and hollow bones.  Their head is 
long with a long hardened beak and the males sport two upturned tusks. Their 
eyes are mounted on the side of their head allowing for excellent peripheral 
vision however making them nearsighted. They stand between 1.5 and 2 
meters.  The males are all brown fading to black at the feet while the females 
have alternate bands of black and one of the following colors,  bright red, 
yellow, bright fucia or white.   

DDeessccrriippttiioonn  
The Toaffi are a race of displaced and dispossessed vagabonds.  They were 
once members of the Imperial Government but since there fall have lost all 
hope of returning to their planet of origin, Otia.  Otia is held out as a land of 
perfection and an ideal that never could be.  The Toaffi have an almost 
unreasoning faith that their home planet was a paradise and it has become 
their defacto religion.  The religion has priests called Jiatu, or journeyman,  
that wander the known gates looking for the code to Otia.  Many of the Jiatu 
are lost in attempts to use incorrect or defunct codes.   

HHiissttoorryy  
The history is a sad one riddled with the childlike trust of the Toaffi and 
betrayal.  The Toaffi were discovered on there home planet of Otia by a 
private mining company serveyor ship.  They had had initial reports of Otia 
being uninhabited but when they arrived the discovered a race of highly 
evolved desert dwelling reptiles.  There level of technology was far below that 
of the Empire but still of respectible levels in the areas of information 
management, communication and encryption.   The first Tyradyne 
communication technologies were developed by Toaffi engineers.  These 
technologies allowed the first true intersteller instant transmissions.  
Unfortunately the transmitters require terrajoules of energy to operate and 
mandated government control immediately.   
Since the first contact with the IG, the Toaffi were heavily targeted for 
recruitment into the intelligence wings of the IG armed forces.  This caused a 
higher and higher incidence of transience and a strong sense of dissassociation 
of the recruited members from their native race.  The AI wars made it official 
as large numbers of Toaffi were cut off from their home.   
The Toaffi of the present day are disaffected and appear to lack hope or a 
bright future of any kind.  But unknown to any but a few priviliged outsiders 
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the Toaffi still maintain the best organized and most secret intelligence 
organization in known space.  They are even believed to have agents observing 
the AI.  However, the vast majority of Toaffi employ themselves in the lowest 
and most unenjoyable jobs.  This meets with the leaders approval since it often 
offers cover for their agents. 

SSoocciieettyy  
The society of the Toaffi are organized much as it was in the Imperial 
Government.  The individual is referred to as an endri and their extended 
family is called a yiffi.  Forty endri are administered by two codatti who in turn 
are mentored by 4 Herid.  There is no ultimate ruler of the Toaffi and the live a 
very loose lifestyle.  The Jiatu may move freely between yiffi but have no 
authority to command, make judgement, or countermand a leaders decision. 
 

IInnddiivviidduuaallss  
 
“Never stick your nose where a Toaffi goes.” 
 
The individual Toaffi are lovers of puzzles and mind teasing games.  The delight 
in mental challenges of all types  have often led to the perception that the 
Toaffi are more curious then is healthy for the species.  The vast majority of 
toaffi merely want to find a place in the worlds which they have found 
themselves after the AI wars.  They respect the faith and hold out hope for a 
return to Otia but the must feed their children and make their share to their 
yiffi or they will loss face and be forced to leave.  This is a real fear for the 
toaffi since it is believed that they will live on through their children only if 
their children and yiffi survive and flourish.  
 

J’hat Itar 
+ 2 to CON; + 2 INT; + 2 STR;- 4 to AGL; - 2 DEX; 30 points of natural armor 

AAppppeeaarraannccee  
The J’hat, in their natural form appear as a 50 – 75 cm flat heavily veined 
worm.  The have no apparent sensory organs.    They have a ridge that runs the 
entire length of the J’hat’s body and the body itself is usually a deep red to 
purple.  The host Itar are broad shouldered wide heads and mouths more 
accustomed to grazing than fighting.  They have long expressive ears and wide 
set eyes giving them excellent hearing and peripheral vision. When the two are 
joined the J’Hat forms along the Itar’s spine where it hardens and sinks tendrils 
into the Itar’s central nervous system.  The J’hat would be impossible to 
remove by force without killing the Itar. 
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DDeessccrriippttiioonn  
The J’hat Itar is a composite creature which has found it to the benefit of both 
races to combine the intellect of the J’hat with the mobility, strength and 
creativity of the Itar.  The J’hat live in the oceans of K’staat in huge colonies 
exchanging information in hypersonics and biochemical exchanges. The Itar live 
in villages at a near stone age level of technology.  They are an artistic and 
expressive race who seek expression through their very unique styles of song.  
J’hat Itar combine these skills to make incredible research scientists and 
engineers.  There are only three J’hat Itar cities on K’staat but they are the 
most advanced civilization in known space with concern to spatial mechanics, 
physics, and music. 

HHiissttoorryy  
The J’hat and Itar had had very separate histories until aboutn 12,000 years 
ago when an Itar who had been settling in the first of the Itar villages 
approached the sea.  When he was gathering various sea vegetation he was 
attacked and a J’hat attached itself to its back.  He realized a significant 
increase in intelligence and awareness on the spot.  He could communicate 
with the J’hat offered him a lifelong companion and all its learning if it could 
just share in the Itar’s travels.  This was the beginning of the Age of Oit.  Oit 
was the first to be bonded with a J’hat although there had been legends of 
earlier bondings none can be confirmed.  Oit-Fiassa were shortly attacked and 
subdued by Oit’s family.  Oit tried to explain the situation but the primitive 
Itar had a great deal of superstition surrounding demon possession and that is 
exactly what it looked like.  Fiassa realized that if it was forcibly removed Oit 
would die and in their short time together a strong bond of friendship and 
brotherhood had developed.  In his last thoughts to Oit, Fiassa asked him to 
always remember the date of their bonding and celebrate it at the sea.  With 
that he parted from Oit and died.  Oit was crushed but remembered his 
promise.  He eventually went on to found the Soro-Dami, School of Song, where 
to this day the J’hat are honored. 
 
The first contact with Scholastica explorers brought some concerns about the 
bonding and whether it was voluntary.  After 70 years of observation it was 
seen to be a symbiotic relationship and the current day Itar civilization survives 
and flourishes separate from the J’hat Itar and J’hat civilizations.  Little is 
known of the J’hat civilizations since they live in the seas of K’staat and store 
all their records in the centers of their colonies as biochemical storage pools.  
Initially, attempts were made to communicate with the J’hat colonies but they 
were unresponsive.  They will only answer the Soro-Dami.  They are greeted as 
old friends and family by the J’hat. 
 
During the A.I. wars the A.I. made one landing for the course of 4 days but then 
left without a fight.  Many wonder what happened in that time but all the 
Scholastica citizens had been long evacuated by the time that the A.I. ship 
came through the portal. 
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SSoocciieettyy  
The J’hat Itar society is culturally rich with an pastoral lifestyle.  They live at 
one with their surroundings and yet have an amazing understanding of 
biochemistry, chemistry and engineering. Their cities blend the art of song with 
a subtle engineering style that blends with the landscape.  Often, visitors to 
K’staat will not realize they have landed at one of the largest spaceports in the 
tree sectors until they are told.  In general, the J’hat Itar are thought of as 
secretive but in truth they are quite open but not nearly as talkative as some 
races.  They find humans amusing and Toaffi somewhat annoying for what they 
call unnecessary conversation on pointless topics.  The J’hat Itar will however 
sing for days without end.  The love of song is very impressive and their skill is 
highly appreciated by humans for its sonorous yet soothing qualities. 
 
Not much is known of the organization of the J’hat Itar except that it is related 
to the herd instinct which the Itar carry with them.  The Itar themselves are 
plains roaming herbivores that organize themselves by families with a head 
matriarch.  She commands the herd and all the males will mate with her at one 
point even her own offspring.  She will command a trio of bulls who will be her 
primary mates and they will command the rest of the herds males.  The 
females will only obey the matriarch and most males will defer to any female 
in the herd.  If any female is threatened the bulls of the herd will immediately 
defend her with every once of their considerable strength.  The Itar behavior is 
subdued in the J’hat Itar but not entirely gone.  

IInnddiivviidduuaallss  
An individual J’hat Itar will most likely seek a Soro-Umari, a Song of 
Knowledge, or a journey to seek knowledge from outside their herd so that 
they can gain recognition and aid their species.  Seldom would they leave their 
home world for purely personal gain.  Most J’hat Itar view the universe as a 
massive puzzle to be solved and are reluctant to view it as an enemy to be 
conquered.   
 
 

Kosians 
+ 2 to DEX; + 2 INT; + 2 CON;- 4 to AGL; - 2 WIS; 20 meter motion detectors 

AAppppeeaarraannccee  
The Kosians stand between 2 and 2.5 meters in height and mass between 150 – 
175 kg. Due to the tropical climate of their home planet and their plant celled 
biology, their skin can become any shade of color from a dark brown to a light 
green. The are descendent from aggressor plants which would attack potential 
prey then draw it in with strong tentacles.  As a result, the Kosians have 
anywhere up to 20 arm tentacles attached to a central stalk.  On the top of the 
central body stalk is their sensory cluster.  It contains sophisticated motion 
sensors which allow them to sense movement upto 20 m away as long as there 
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are no obstructions.  In addition there are some very primitive light sensitive 
cells allow them to distinguish light from dark.  The sensory cluster resembles a 
red or violet spiked pedaled flower.  They use four thick leg tendrils to move 
about slowly. 

DDeessccrriippttiioonn  
The kosians are extremely aggressive and have little tolerance for anything but 
their own kind.  They openly refer to other races as food resources. The form 
groups and have far less self interest then humans.  It is often the case that an 
entire colony of Kosians will be sacrificed for the greater good of the race and 
those individuals who are sacrificed do so willingly.  The Kosian cities are open 
in construction and the emphasis of their technology is on biomechanics, 
genetics and chemistry.  They have been able to settle several systems by 
creating huge self propelled seeding ships that would go into orbit around 
potential planets and drop seedlings of the Kosians.  They somehow are able to 
maintain links with these colonies but it is still unknown how it is done.   

HHiissttoorryy  
The Kosian homeworld of Tijat, second planet around the star Kosia, was first 
discovered by the SEC about 320 years ago shortly before the AI wars.  The 
system is equipped with the most minimal of portals and it may have been the 
concern of the SEC and Scholastica officials that the Kosians could become a 
threat.  First contact with the kosians took place in the lagest city which could 
be located, Donue or First City.  After some initial difficulty a translation 
device which would translate minute skin vibrations of the Kosian Mother 
Speech into standard.  It was soon discovered that the emissaries were not 
welcome and that it was desired that they leave. The Scholastica respected 
their wishes and withdrew from Tijat.  However, several mining and refinery 
bases were set up on neighboring worlds and the two asteroid belts in the 
systems.  The Scholastica was forced to abandon these outposts soon there 
after when the A.I. attacked and ravaged all the worlds in the system. 
The Kosians survived the attacks of the A.I. even though many of the 
individuals did not survive.  It is the survivors deepest belief that the 
Scholastica, and humans in general, were responsible for the attacks.   
Due to there expertise with genetics, the kosians have developed advanced 
forms of food. 

SSoocciieettyy  
The world of the average Kosian is devotion to the greater good.  It is to serve 
the community and in the larger sense the race.  It is difficult for the Kosian to 
think in terms of there own good.  When they leave their colony and travel to 
live amongst the food resources they go through a ceremonial death were the 
community considers the separated from the rest of the kosians.  During this 
time the Kosian becomes a Kosian-sethk and will act entirely in there own 
interests.  
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The overall society of the kosians varies widely from world to world.  On Tijat 
they have a highly industrial society while on neighboring Bithk the kosians live 
a pastoral hunters life.  

IInnddiivviidduuaallss  
Individual kosians that most people encounter will be kosian-sethk and will be 
seeking knowledge or acting as ambassadors to some government. The kosian-
sethk seem to have very little recall of their past life with the kosian 
community.  
 

The Trajians 
+ 4 to DEX; + 2 CHA; + 2 STR;- 4 to INT; - 2 WIL 

AAppppeeaarraannccee  
The trajians are a compact but slight people with long pointed faces and stand 
just under 1.5 meters. They have brown to black skin with pitch black eyes 
with arched eyebrows.  Their eyesight is keen to the point of remarkable and 
their depth perception is precise.   Their slight frame combined with soft 
smooth skin has some humans calling them beautiful in appearance but it is a 
cold beauty.  There eyes are of the deepest jet and they have no hair on their 
bodies.  They seldom where heavy clothing and are uncomfortable in armors.  
The Trajians have slightly over developed canines giving an over all predatory 
appearance. 

DDeessccrriippttiioonn  
The Trajians are a subterranean people originating on an as yet unknown heavy 
gravity planet.  Their society is sharply cut by literally hundreds of ranks of 
nobility and it is very important to a Trajan where he is in the order of things.  
They often will go out into other societies to make their way. The Trajin have 
built an immense empire based upon their unique tachion drive and a tenacious 
will to conquer.  The Trajian Empire contains 8 systems only 3 of which are 
connected to the IPS.  The  Trajian claim to have 2 member species under their 
control that humans have no knowledge of but this has not been confirmed.  
Over all, the Trajians live a life of service to their superiors.  They do not 
encourage initiative and punish disobedience.  Currently, in the three sectors, 
they have incredible power since they are not bound by the IPS.     

HHiissttoorryy  
The Trajian pride themselves on over 5,000 years of accurate and precise 
history.  They seldom destroy information when they conquer a people and it is 
thought that this is how the came upon their tachion drive, through conquest.  
The Empire was purported to have been established 2400 years ago and has 
ruled without disruption since then.  This is not much compared to the 
Scholastica but the Trajians will be quick to point out that the Scholastica are 
not longer around.  After a series of bloody civil wars the first world 
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government was set up and their views turned outward.  Colonization was first 
used to move throughout their home system but once they encountered a 
different race in the neighboring system war began.  It did not end and 
continues even to this day.  

SSoocciieettyy  
A strange mix of researchers and warriors, the Trajians value knowledge above 
wealth.  The Trajian saying, “The kernal of knowledge is the path of jewels” 
comes to us from the traders. They are extremely active in the Free Traders 
Guild and often move to expand trade territories and member worlds for trade.  
In apparent contradiction to the skills of a trader they are renown warriors.  
The are trained from pubescence until adulthood in all manners of war craft 
from piloting the fighter to small arms use to native insurrection methods to 
troop movements and logistics.  Their fighting force, the Eaj, is considered one 
of the models of efficient modern warfare.   

IInnddiivviidduuaallss  
An individual Trjian may be out amongst the stars for many purposes and 
motives. They may have been banished and are looking for work as a 
mercenary or work in the trade industry.  They may be a Free Trader looking to 
become wealthy and/or make a name amongst the Trajian society.  Also, they 
may be looking to purchase rank with wealth they acquire amongst the 
outworlders.  
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Skills 
Skills generally reflect a characters ability to perform some task.  The number of skills reflects 
how well a character can perform that task.  The number of skills to the chance of success are as 
follows: 
1 - 40% 
2 - 60% 
3 - 70% 
4 - 75% 
5 - 80% 
6 - 82% 
7 - 84% 
. 
. 
. 
Skill definition will always be decided by the Game Master and may not agree with the players 
definition, the players are welcome to discuss it, but the final say is the GM’s. 
A character’s chance to successfully complete a task is determined in the following formula:  
 

Primary skill stat + skill rating 
 
For example, Ernie the Engineer has 5 skills in Civil Engineering which makes his skill rating 80% 
and the primary attribute for Civil Engineering is Intelligence.  Ernie has a 19 making his chance 
for success: 
(80% + 20%)  = 100%. 
Skill definition will always be decided by the Game Master and may not agree with the players 
definition, the players are welcome to discuss it, but the final say is the GM’s.
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Fighter Skills Primary Attrib 
ARMOR N/A 

BLIND FIGHTING Agility 
DESERT SURVIVAL Wisdom 

DRAW WEAPON Agility 
FOREST SURVIVAL Wisdom 

HANDGUN USE see rifle 
use 

Dexterity 

HUNTING Intelligence 
JUNGLE SURVIVAL Wisdom 

MELE WEAPON USE - 
see rifle use 

STR+CON+AGL/
3 

MOUNTAIN SURVIVAL Wisdom 
OFF HAND FIGHTING Dexterity 

RIFLE USE Dexterity 
SHIELD N/A 

THROWN WEAPON AGL+DEX/2 
TRACKING Wisdom 

TWO-WEAPON 
FIGHTING 

Dexterity 

UNARMED COMBAT STR 
URBAN CAMOUFLAGE Wisdom 

URBAN COMBAT Agility 
URBAN SURVIVAL Wisdom 
WINTER SURVIVAL Wisdom 

 
Medic Skills Primary Attrib 

ACCUPUNCTURE INT+DEX/2 
BIO-WARFARE INT+Wisdom/2 
BONE SETTING INT+WILL/2 

CHEM-WARFARE INT+Wisdom/2 
CYBERNETICS INT+WIS/2 

FIELD SURGERY Dexterity 
FIRST AID Dexterity 
GENETICS Intelligence 

HERBAL MEDICINES INT+WIS/2 
NEUROLOGY Intelligence 
PATHOLOGY INT+WIS/2 

PLASTIC SURGERY DEX+INT/2 
PROSTHETICS INT+WIS/2 

RADIATION TREATMENT Intelligence 
SURGERY DEX+INT+WILL/

3 
XENO BIOLOGY INT+WIS/2 

 
Scout Skills Primary Attrib 

ACROBATICS Agility 
ASSASSINATION WILL+Weapon 

Skill+INT/3 
BACKSTABBING INT+Weapon Skill/2
CAMOUFLAGE Wisdom 

CLIMBING Agility 
DETECT SECURITY WIS+INT/2 

DISARM SECURITY Wisdom 
DISGUISES Wisdom 

ESCAPE 
TECHNIQUES 

Agility 

INTERROGATION WILL+Intelligence/2
LIP READING Intelligence 

MOVE IN SHADOWS Agility 
MOVE SILENTLY Agility 

PICK LOCKS Dexterity 
PICK POCKETS Dexterity 

POISONS Intelligence 
SMUGGLING LUC+WILL/2 

TORTURE INT+WILL/2 
 

Technician Skills Primary Attrib 
CHEM-WARFARE Wisdom 

CHEMISTRY, 
EXPLOSIVE 

INT+WIS/2 

CHEMISTRY, 
ORGANICS 

INT+WIS/2 

CIVIL ENGINEERING Intelligence 
COMMUNICATIONS Intelligence 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS INT+WIS+DEX/3
DRIVE TECHNOLOGIES INT+WIS/2 
ELECTRONIC REPAIR INT+DEX/2 

ELECTRONICS 
SYSTEMS 

INT+WIS/2 

EXPLOSIVES DEX+INT/2 
GEOLOGY Intelligence 
MECHANIC WIS+DEX/2 

METALLURGY Intelligence 
MINING Intelligence 

NUCLEAR PHYSICS INT+WIS/2 
ROBOTICS DEX+INT+WIS/2
ROCKETRY DEX+INT/2 

SHIPS TECHNOLOGY DEX+INT+WIS/2
SOLAR POWER INT+WIS/2 

SONICS Intelligence 
SURVEILLANCE 

EQUIPMENT 
INT+WIS/2 

WEAPON REPAIR Dexterity 
 

Pilot Skills Primary 
Attribute 

AEROSPACE STARSHIP 
PILOTING 

DEX+INT/2 

AIRPLANE DEX+INT/2 
APC DEX+INT/2 
CAR Dexterity 

FIGHTER CRAFT DEX+INT/2 
HANG GLIDING AGL+INT/2 

HELICOPTER, ASSAULT DEX+INT/2 
INTERSTELLAR SHIPS INT+WIS/2 
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JET PLANE DEX+INT/2 
MILITARY BOAT DEX+INT/2 
MOTORCYCLE Agility 

SAIL BOAT DEX+INT/2 
SEMI Dexterity 

SHUTTLE CRAFT DEX+INT/2 
SPEED BOAT Dexterity 
SUBMARINES DEX+INT/2 

TANK Dexterity 
 

Other Skills Primary 
Attribute 

ACTING AGL+WILL/2 
ARCHEOLOGY INT+WIS/2 

ART EVALUATION Wisdom 
ASTRONOMY Intelligence 

COOKING INT+LUC/2 
DANCING Agility 

HISTORY (SPECIFY) Intelligence 
HORSE RIDING Agility 
INSTRUMENTS 

(SPECIFY) 
WILL+DEX/2 

JEWELRY, APPRAISING Wisdom 
LANGUAGES (SPECIFY) Intelligence 
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING Agility 

NEGOTIATION Charisma + Will/2
OCCULT STUDIES Intelligence 

PARACHUTING AGL+WILL/2 
PSYCHOLOGY INT+WIS/2 

REPELLING Agility 
SCUBA DIVING AGL+WILL/2 

SEDUCTION COM+WILL/2 
SEWING Dexterity  
SINGING  Will 
SKATING Agility 
SKIING Agility 

SWIMMING Agility 
TRIVIA Intelligence 

TWO-G MOVEMENT STR+AGL/2 
VAC SUIT AGL+INT/2 

VOODOO STUDIES Intelligence 
ZERO-G MOVEMENT Agility 

ARMOR- This skill must be taken in a 
specific body armor; i.e. Plastic PLate.  
Once taken the character is able to wear 
that armor without additional penalties.  If 
the character wears armor he/she is not 
proficient in then the wearer recieve double 
the A.C. modifiers of the armor or -2 to A.C. 
whichever is greater. 
 
OFF-HAND FIGHTING - If the character 
does not have Off-hand Fighting then the 

character is at a -6 to hit.  For each skill the 
character takes the negatives decrease by 
2.  The character must take four skills to be 
able to recieve any pluses from proficiencies 
and DEX.  This skill is needed with Two-
hand fighting to allow a character to to fight 
with a weapon in each hand. 
 
TARGETING - Targeting allows the 
character to aim for a specific area,i.e. the 
head.  These are by areas defined in these 
rules as in the 1 for the head and if the 
character wishes to shoot an opponent in 
the eye the GM must determine if it is 
possible and assign any negative modifiers 
he/she so desires. 
 
SURVIVAL SKILLS - Survival skills will allow 
the character to live in that specific terrain 
type.  It may allow them to track, set snares, 
find shelter, find water, and in essence, 
suvive. 
 
UNARMED COMBAT- NOTE TABLE 1:  
This is a basic martial art which is taught to 
those who wish to learn it.  At four skills the 
practitioner may kick at a cost of two attacks 
or a punch at a cost of one.  The practitioner 
may also use one manuever at four skills 
instead of attacking that round.  The 
manuever may be, for example, a sweep, a 
throw a submission hold, etc.   
 

   Unarmed Combat 
# Skills ATT +to hit/+ to 

dam 
Punch/kick 

damage 
# 

Man 
1 2 +1/+2 d6/0 0 
2 3 +1/+2 d6/0 0 
3 3 +2/+4 d6/0 0 
4 4 +2/+4 d6/d8 1 
5 4 +3/+6 d6/d8 1 
6 4 +3/+6 d6/d8 1 
7 4 +4/+8 d8/d10 2 
8 4 +4/+8 d8/d10 2 

 
 
HANDGUN/RIFLE USE-One skill in this skill 
will allow the use of any handgun or rifle 
(respectively) commonly used.  If the 
character wishes, he/she may specialize in a 
specific rifle such as the 20 mm Suppressor.  
You may specialize according to the 
following table during character creation.  
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After character creation the above areas, 
amongst others, may be increased through 
use of experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Character Creation Weapon Specialization 
+ to Hit ATT + to dam Dice of Dam 
3 per +; 
Max of 3 

6 per 
additional 
att; Max of 
2 

1 per +; 
Max of 10 

8 per 
additional 
die; Max of 2 
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Experience 

Item Cost 

New Skill 4 

Advance a Skill 1 x the desired level (ex. 2 points to go from 1 to 2 
levels in a skill) 

SSppeecciiaalliizzaattiioonnss   

+ to hit 3 per + with specified weapon 

+ to Damage 1 per + 

Extra Attack 6 per additional attack 

Extra die of damage 8 per die 

  
  
  
  
  
 



Combat 

Personal 
 
     The order of combat is as follows: 
1.  Roll initiative     2.  Perform actions according to initiative, highest number goes first      
 
Initiative is determined by a die 10 plus any adjustments due to agility and/or cyborg 
modification, drugs, or other technological effects. 
  
The best way to explain combat is to give an example.  Consider the following: 
 
Enforcerbot 376: Hit points = 35; Armor factor = 85; Armor class = 21; 10 mm Magnetic Slug 
Thrower with sabot (x2 vs. armor): 3d10 damage, 4 attacks 
Bonuses to hit: +5 (DEX) +2 (weapon prof) +2 (targeting computer) = +9 total 
Bonuses to damage: +5 (DEX) +4 (weapon prof) +4 (targeting computer) = +13 total 
 
Vinnie the Fixer: Hit points = 42; Armor factor = 18; Armor class = 18; 
Phased Plasma Rifle: 6d8 damage, 2 attacks 
Bonuses to hit: +3 (DEX) +2 (weapon prof) +4 (battle drug) = +9 total 
Bonuses to damage: +3 (DEX)  +4 (weapon prof) = +7 total 
 

Combat 
Enforcerbot 376 rolls a 4 on a d10 for initiative with a +3 initiative modifier for a total of 7. 
Vinnie the Fixer rolls a 5 with initiative modifier of 3 for a total of 8.  If they had tied the tie 
would have been broken by who had the higher initiative modifier, then by the higher luck, and 
finally by rerolling.  Vinnie the Fixer attacks first since he rolled the higher adjusted initiative.  
Vinnie the Fixer rolls a d20 two times (for each attack with the rifle) and rolls a 3 and a 15.  
The 3 misses but the 15 hits with Vinnie the Fixer’s to hit bonuses of +9.  Vinnie the Fixer rolls 
damage of 6d8, rolling a 24 + 7 for damage bonus for a total of 31 points of damage. Vinnie the 
Fixer then determines by a roll of the d10 the area of damage.  He rolls a 4 hitting the 
Enforcerbot in the midsection.  
 
Enforcerbot 376 now attacks four times with his slug thrower.  He rolls a 20,14, 1 and a 19.  
The 20 is a critical hit and allows Enforcerbot 376 to deal max damage (30 + 13 = 43) to an area 
of his choice, the 4.  Vinnie the Fixer has 21 (1/2 his base points for his chest) + 18 (for his 
armor) = 39.  Vinnie the Fixer is hammered through the chest.   Enforcerbot 376 next hit 14 + 9 
(to hit) = 23 > 18 (Vinnie’s armor class) and Enforcerbot 376 rolls 3d10 + 13 (to damage) for a 
total of 28 points of damage.  Enforcerbot 376 has a 60% targeting skill with the slug thrower 
and rolls a 23% allowing it to choose the location of the damage.  Choosing the 4 he kills Vinnie 
since the 4 is center chest (a critical area) and the damage in that area exceeds ½ Vinnie’s 
base points (21).  Enforcerbot 376 interns the body for protein selection. 
 
     A player character may take an action during the combat phase rather than attacking; i.e. 
running away, detecting traps while the party holds off an enemy, using acrobatics.  A 
character may execute a fighting withdraw from opponent(s) without sacrificing attacks but 
moves at only 1/2 movement.    If an attacker wishes to switch opponents he must skip an 
attack but then may finish his remaining attacks.  This is not so with ranged weapons which 
may switch targets with no penalties.   
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Fumbles 
A fumble occurs when the attacker rolls a 1 on the d20 attack die.  If this occurs the attacker 
then rolls a d100 attempting to roll under his total experience(i.e. a character with 21 
experience must roll under a 21 on percentile).  If the attacker misses this save, then they roll 
on the Fumble Table for the result of the fumble 

Criticals 
Criticals occur when the attacker rolls a natural 20 on the attack d20.  First this means that the 
attacker automatically gets max damage for that attack and may pick the area targeted for 
that attack.  The attacker then rolls percentile dice to see if she generates a critical effect. 
The character must roll under their total experience points.  For example, if a character has 12 
experience then they must roll under a 12 on a d100 to deal any additional critical effect.  
 

Vehicle 
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Equipment 

Weapons 
Weapons are restricted on most systems to military, para-military and police 
organizations.  Seldom are civilians given the right to carry lethal weaponry 
although some non-lethal defensive weapons are allowed. 
Weapon Dam Att Att/Clip Restrict Cost Range Notes 
Magnetic Slug 
Throwers 

       

10 mm Assault 
(Handgun) 

4d10 3 36 M 400 600 + 3 to hit on auto 
fire but 
consumes double 
ammunition 

20 mm 
Suppressor 
(Rifle) 

5d10 1  9 M 900 200  

14 mm side 
arm (Handgun) 

3d10 4 24 P 125 60  

8 mm 
submachine 
(Rifle) 

2d10 5 25 M 600  + 3 to hit on auto 
fire but 
consumes double 
ammunition 

34 mm shotgun 
(Rifle) 

4d10 1 8 P 300 50 + 3 to hit 

        
Energy 
Weapons 

Dam Att Att/Clip Restrict Cost Range Notes 

Phased Plasma 
Rifle 

5d10 1 8 M 3200 600  

Sonic 
Suppressor 
(Handgun) 

2d10 1 4 M 1200 30 Save vs CON – 4 
or stunned for 
1d8 rounds 

Laser Rifle 
(Rifle) 

4d10 1 12 M 1000 1200 +4 to hit on 
sustained mode, 
costs double 
attacks 

Flame Thrower 2d10 1 8  800 20 + 4 to hit due to 
streaming effect. 
Fumble on a 6 or 
less 
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Non-Lethal        
Stun Stick 2d10 

stun 
3 -- P 200 --  

Tangler 
Grenade 

-- 1 -- P 350 STRx2 
m 

Target must save 
vs ½ STR or be 
immobilized.  
Target may make 
an attempt to 
free themselves 
every 10 
minutes. 

        
        
        
        
Grenades       All grenades 

receive a +4 to 
hit due to area of 
affect. 

Sleep  -- 1 -- P 100 STRx2 
m 

Creates a 5 m 
diameter cloud 
of sleep agent.  
The target 
receives a save 
vs ½ CON or is 
knocked 
unconscious for 
1d4 hours. 

Tagger  -- 1 -- P 600 STRx2 
m 

Embeds the 
target with 
nanobot 
transmitters.  
Very difficult to 
remove.  Will 
track up to 8 k 
from receiver.  

High Explosive 9d10 1 -- M 150 STRx2 
m 

 

Anti-Armor 9d10 1 -- M 350 STRx2 
m 

Does structural 
damage to 
vehicles.  Has a 
2.5 m blast 
radius and only 
receives a + 2 to 
hit. 

Phosphorous 4d10 1 -- M 100 STRx2 2d10 burning 
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m until a fire 
retardant is used 
or the 
phosphorous is 
cut out. 

Stun 2d10 
stun 

1 -- P 500 STRx2 
m 

Uses sonics to 
stun target.  
Target saves vs 
DEX-4. 

Nanobot   -- M 1000 STRx2 
m 

Delivers a supply 
of nanobots 
which may be 
programmed for 
a number of 
missions.  Anti-
personnel usually 
takes the form of 
liquefying the 
targets lungs. 

Plasma 8d10 1 -- M 1200 STR m Reusable 
grenade since it 
generates and 
vents plasma 
from a hardened 
core.  This 
grenade weighs 
close to a 
kilogram. 

        
Mele        
Combat Knife 2d10 4 -- L 50 --  
Monofilament 
Knife 

3d10 2 -- L 200 -- Will sever a 
target substance 
on a natural 18, 
19 or 20. It will 
only cut to the 
thickness of 
length of the 
weapon (20 cm). 

Monofilament 
Sword 

6d10 2 -- L 1300 -- Will sever a 
target substance 
on a natural 18, 
19 or 20. It will 
only cut to the 
thickness of 
length of the 
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weapon (1 m). 
Broad Sword 4d10 3 -- L 600 --  
        
 

Armor 
Armor is relatively primitive in the three sectors compared to the available 
weaponry.  The armors of the Scholastica were far superior. 
Armor Protection AC modifier Cost Description 
Animal Hides 20 -- 120 Simple cured 

animal hides. 
Vegi-Plac 30 -- 300 Compressed 

and processed 
vegetable 
matter made 
into pates and 
bound to a 
loose frame. 

Impact 40 -1 1000 Composite 
plastic plates 
with foam 
padding. 

Reflex 50 -3 2500 Ceramic 
coated mesh 
with high 
impact foam 
padding. 

Gel-Plac 60 -5 4000 Impact Gel 
used to slow 
kinetic 
weapons. 

     
 
Rarity 
Abbreviation Description 
VC Very Common – this object can be 

acquired in a store, from a street side 
vendor, or with no restrictions 

C Common – This object can be acquired 
in most stores or specialty retail 
stores. 

U Uncommon – This object will be 
available only in specialty stores. 

R Rare – This object may be in specialty 
stores but will most likely require a 
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special order. 
VR Very Rare – This object may be able to 

be special ordered but will almost 
never be in stock. 

E Exotic – Buy it when you see it 
because it is only going to be able to 
be acquired by special manufacture if 
the raw materials are available. 

 

Medical 
Equipment Restrction Cost Availability

Pharmeceuticals    
Battle Drugs    
NPEMI  Neuro-Physique Enhancer.   
+5 to STR,CON,INT per Dose 
Warning:  Highly Addictive! User must save vs. willpower –1 
cumulative each time a dose is taken or crave the drug 
endlessly.  If the user fails then will power is reduced to 0 until 
treatment is received for the addiction.   
Military use only. 

M 400/Dose C 

JPL-12 Januu Pari Losal 
+5 to DEX, STR, AGL. +30 HP to all areas. 
JPL-12 is considered inhumane and dangerous even in the 
realm of battle drugs. The user must make a WIS check –1 per 
dose accumulative.  If he fails he will go into a rage where he 
will abandon any weapon he is using and attack the nearest 
moving/active object/person.  This drug is more and more 
addictive as use continues.   

M 500/Dose R 

CCE-122 Combat Competence Enhancer 
+2 DEX, AGL, 1 additional attack/action per round 
CCE-122 is common SSD battle drug used in their military and 
by some of their civilian pilots.  The side effects are mild 
psychotropic episodes where the user must save vs. WIS –4 or 
believe the illusions.   

P 700/Dose R 

PED – 203 Psychic Enhancement Drug 
+6 WIL, +4 INT. + 4 to saves vs fear 
PED enhances those sections of the brain which deal with the 
will power and fear control.  PED is also very dangerous since 
prolonged use almost always causes insanity.  The user must 
save vs. WIS –1 per dosage accumulative or lose touch with 
the “real” world.  The user will begin to refer to imaginary 
people and ignore real people, things and dangers.   

C 1000/Dose E 

General Pharmeceuticals    
Genes V – Genes V is a general anesthetic which is applied to 
the patients skin.  It will cause a deep numbness to the point of 
slack muscles. 

C 25/Dose VC 

Neuro-Paralyzer NP-09 – NP-09 is used bp surgeons and 
police as a paralyzing agent.  It will cause the patient to feel 
nothing but stay conscious.  The patient is also unable to 
move. 

P 46/Dose C 

Rezanti – This drug was developed for the Combine military.  It C 36/Dose U 
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is a stimulant allowing the user to stay conscious and alert for 
10-40 hours beyond their normal sleep period.  However, this 
does not come without a cost.  The user crashes after they 
stop taling rezanti and sleep for as long as the drug kept them 
awake. 
Poatene – A powerful narcotic administered by air needle 
causes the patient to fall into a deep powerful slumber for 2-8 
hours.  Mere milligrams are required for this drug to be 
effective on the largest of sentients. 

P 69/Dose C 

WetWare (WetWare is bio-enhancements meshed with the 
physiological systems of the recipient) 

   

General    
Targeting System: +10 to hit and damage.  This is a state of 
the art system which routes a sentients vision and hand-eye 
coordination through a highly sopisticated ballistics and 
targeting computer. 

M x2 cost of 
weapon 

R 

Artificial Limb Replacement C 3000 U 
Limb Enhancement: +10 to PHY for that Limb C 9000/ 

enhancem
ent 

R 

Cyber Compartment: Must fit within 50% of limb C 6000 / 
com-

partment 

R 

Body Armor : 80 pts per area, 10 uses and then must be 
maintenanced, 1 use per area.  Sacks inserted under skin are 
filled with quick hardening, Soligel™, can be disolved to return 
to normal appearance. 

M 100,000/ 
area on 

body 

VR 

Eye Enhancements    
Low Light: Allows normal vision with only a trace amount of 
light. 

P 5000 U 

Thermographic: Allows the individual to see heat sources. P 6500 U 
Flare Compensation: Will compensate for extereme changes in 
light. 

P 3000 R 

Ear Enhancements    
Radio Receiver : Allows user to tune in 52 channels. C 3000 U 
Dampener:  Protects against deafening noise and filters 
specific noise i.e. gunfire 

C 3000 U 

Inner Ear Enhancerment: +10 to agility and movement skills C 20,000 R 
Organ Enhancements    
Lung Filter : Filters most known breathed toxins. P 30,000 VR 
Oxygen Reserve: Holds 60 minutes of reserve air at normal 
use 

P 20,000 R 

Kidney Filters: Filters Drugs, Poisons and other toxins P 50,000 VR 
Artificial Heart: +2 to END, +1 PHY P 80,000 VR 

    
    
    

 

General 
Equipment Restrction Cost Availability 

Infra-red Goggles: allows user to see heat sources C 1200 U 
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Commmunications Operations Net: C.O.N. is a headset which 
allows scrambled communications to individuals, groups, or 
broadcast.  These may also be equipped for visual. 

P 1400 R 

100 meters high strength Plasteel rope C 100 VC 
Base Camp HQ: Everything the prepared combat trooper could 
want in his base camp.  Bubble tents for 20 troopers, C.O.N. 
base, Rations for six months, distress transponder, satelite 
uplink hyperwave, the latest in Menciun Corp. computers(SD- 
2201 Neural Net), Full set of perimeter mines and sensors, 8 
fully auto robot sentries(WAR-404s), and much more! 

M 75,000 R 

WAR-404 Robot Guard Sentry: Robot sentry which folds down 
to fit into a large suitcase.  These sentries are immobile and are 
usually set up on the perimeter of a camp.  They can be set to 
make a verbal challenge or just to fire.  They are armed with a  

A. C. 34mm MAG. SLUG THROWER 
100 rnd clip. 

M 9500 VR 

SEN – 4408 General Purpose Senacron: GP Senacron is one 
of Eris Mfg’s best sellers.  It has a range of upto 2000  if 
unobstructed. They can have three functions which are 
controlled by the function “glides” which slide into ports on the 
base unit.  Examples of these functions are not limited to the 
following but most commonly: 
Security – This function allows the detection of motion, viewing 
in the IR and UL, detection of sonic fields, interface to secured 
outlets. 
Civil Engineering – detection of structural integrity, 
environmental checks, floor plan mapping, recall and storage. 
Materials Science – Analysis of solids, gasses, liquids,  
Medical – Needed to perform basic medical functions including 
scanning life signs.  Target must be within 20 m. 
Ships Technology – Allows the analysis of the many cross 
dicipline sciences which makes up a star ships systems. 
Electrical Engineering – Basic equipment need to perform 
electrical systems work including circuit analysis, systems 
repairs and bypasses. 

P 1600 U 

SD-2201 Neural Net: This is the latest in portable computers.  It 
actually learns the way a particulr user programs then enhances 
that method.  This results in +15 to the programmers skill.  

C 22,000 R 

TC-4402 Timacron – Produced by many corporations 
throughout the known systems, the timacron is a household 
item.  On many worlds they are subsidized or outright issued to 
citizens for better trcking, as tools of a modern sentient.  They 
are used to transfer credits, store personal and government ids, 
tell time, display vital statistics to medics, place local 
transmissions, as a scheduller. 

C 400 C 
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Services 

Vehicles 
Equipment Restriction Cost Availability 

    
    
    
    

 

Money, Credits and Trade 

Guilders 
In the time of the Scholastica Empire guilders were established as the standard 
currency of the realm.  A guilder was split into tenths for means of change 
while a Deca and a Centa where 10 and 100 guilders respectively.  The guilder 
for the most part was an electronic currency but on the frontier electronic 
currency was not always feasible.  To this end, the bio-materials department 
came up with a bonded molecular substance which carried a unique 
electromagnetic signature.  In this way, every guilder can be uniquely 
identified and if not identified then verified as authentic.   

Modern Monies 
There are as many currencies currently in circulation as there are inhabited 
and then some.  Guilders still are the preferred money but much common are 
Inter-planetary Trade Credits (ITC) or Icks for short.  In addition to this Chits 
(SSD), Imperials (Stella Natura) and Scrip (Repco Combine) are commonly used 
in the three sectors as legal tender.  The conversion rates are below. 
Guilder equals  
1  103 ITC 
1  42 Chits 
1  66 Imperials 
1  50 Scrip 
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Threats 

Artificial 

SSccoouutt  AATTSS--22002233  

STR DEX CON AGL WIL INT WIS COM HP AC 
12 22 20 24 12 14 6 -- 18 19 

          
          
          

This model of A.I. is a quadruped equipped for outright running on all fours as 
well as standing in two legs for observations.  On all fours it stands about 1.2 m 
tall and on two limbs just under 2 meters tall.  It is equipped with a small lab 
that enables it to make rudimentary analysis of soils, materials and some 
biological samples.   It carries no weapons pod and will always try to escape.   
Skill Chance Skill Chance 

Move silently 80% Move in Shadows 80% 
Sensors 80%   

    
    
    

 

CCoommbbaatt  AATTSS--22009999  

STR DEX CON AGL WIL INT WIS COM HP AC 
20 22 22 15 18 10 5 -- 31 19 

          
          
          

This A.I. is the common soldier of the A.I. war machine. It is used in everything 
from guard duty to frontline combat.  It stands 2.3 m and masses roughly 475 
KG.  It has a squat appearance and two powerful doglegged appendages to 
support it.  It carries several weapons pods and is moderately armored. 
Weapon ATT DAM +TH + TD Ammo Notes 
22 mm Auto MST 2 8d10 +5 +8 40 att on board  

AP RPG 1 10d10 +2 +10 8 in pod  
Laser Burst Def 1 5d10 -- +10 May be used 

twice before a 
recharge is 

needed 

Automatically hits 

 
Carrying a poly-ceramic armor mesh protects it for 200 points in all areas.    
 
 
Skill Chance Skill Chance 
Targeting (MST) 70% Urban Combat 70% 

Sensors 40%   
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Natural 
 

DDaattaarrii  FFiirree  RRaatt  

STR DEX CON AGL WIL INT WIS COM HP AC 
8 23 18 24 10 3 5 -- 13 17 (+ 4 for size) 
0 +8 +3 +10 0 -4 -2    
0 +40 +15 +50 0 -20 -10    
          

The Datari Fire Rat is a plague on any world it is brought to.  No one brings 
these creatures with on purpose and everyone wants to get rid of them.  They 
mostly scavenge off the waste of mankind and live anywhere they do.  Their 
bite is poisonous and can kill sick adults and small children (save vs CON – 5 or 
die in 1-4 hours).  A Fire Rat antivenin is available but must be administered in 
the first hour.  They run in packs and prefer to avoid a fight is possible. 
Weapon ATT DAM +TH + TD Ammo Notes 

Bite 1 2d10 +10 0 -- If attack pierces 
skin the target 
must save vs 

CON-5 or die in 1-
4 hours. 

Claws 2 1d10 +10 0 --  
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